Discussion Questions for Men Explain
Things to Me by Rebecca Solnit
These discussion questions were prepared by the National
Network to End Domestic Violence (NNEDV) for the Reader with a
Cause book club on Goodreads.
If you like our questions please feel free to use them – and don’t
forget to join the conversation online at:
https://www.goodreads.com/topic/group_folder/347680?group_id=114966

1. What does “mansplaining” have to do with domestic
violence?
One of Solnit’s main themes in this book is the connection between silencing women
and violence. In her essay “#YesAllWomen,” she argues that our acceptance of casual
sexism, rape culture, and sexual entitlement have created an environment that is at the
very least hostile to women and is a “slippery slope” toward violence. She writes:

“A man acts on the belief that you have no right to speak and that you don’t get to
define what’s going on. That could just mean cutting you off at the dinner table or the
conference. It could also mean telling you to shut up, or threatening you if you open
your mouth, or beating you for speaking, or killing you to silence you forever.” (p. 134)
Do you agree? Why or why not?

2. Men Explain Things to Me
“Yes, people of both genders pop up at events to hold forth on irrelevant things and
conspiracy theories, but the out-and-out confrontational confidence of the totally
ignorant is, in my experience, gendered. Men explain things to me, and other women,
whether or not they know what they’re talking about. Some men.
Every woman knows what I’m talking about. It’s the presumption that makes it hard, at
times, for any woman in any field; that keeps women from speaking up and from being
heard when they dare; that crushes young women into silence by indicating, the way
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harassment on the street does, that this is not their world. It trains us in self-doubt and
self-limitation just as it exercises men’s unsupported overconfidence.” (Men Explain
Things to Me, p.3)
If you identify as a woman, do you know what Solnit is talking about? Have you ever
experienced “mansplaining?” If so, what effect did it have on you?
Have you ever seen “mansplaining” or men silencing women in pop culture, the news,
politics, or elsewhere? How was the situation handled?

3. Violence in ALL its forms
Solnit makes a strong case against gender-based violence throughout this book. In “The
Longest War,” she writes the following:

“There is, however, a pattern of violence against women that’s broad and deep and
horrific and incessantly overlooked.” (p. 20)
And then she goes on to say:

“We have an abundance of rape and violence against women in this country and on this
Earth, though it's almost never treated as a civil rights or human rights issue, or a crisis,
or even a pattern. Violence doesn't have a race, a class, a religion, or a nationality, but
it does have a gender.” (The Longest War, p. 21)
While we agree that domestic violence can affect anyone, regardless of race, class,
ability, gender identity, or any other identifier, we also know that violence
disproportionately affects these groups, as well. Do you think Solnit’s quote diminishes
the reality of all oppressions?
How have you seen these intersections impact gender-based violence? What additional
barriers do they create?
How do you think we all can better support survivors living at these intersections?

4. Power and control on- and offline
Throughout the book, Solnit makes a strong case that links silencing women with more
extreme forms of violence. In one essay, “The Longest War,” she compares the
extreme harassment and threats made by proponents of Gamergate with the violence
of the Taliban. She writes:
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“Both are trying to silence and punish women for claiming voice, power, and the right
to participate.” (p.30)
Do you agree? Why or why not?

5. Building credibility
Solnit argues that centuries of patriarchy have bestowed an engrained implicit bias in
our culture, one that devalues women’s voices and experiences and inherently makes a
man’s story credible and a woman’s story doubtful. In “Cassandra Among the Creeps,”
she explains:

“Hysteria derives from the Greek word for ‘uterus,’ and the extreme emotional state it
denotes was once thought to be due to a wandering womb; men were by definition
exempt from this diagnosis that now just means being incoherent, overwrought, and
maybe confused.” (p. 105)
When a man is accused of sexual assault, sexual harassment, or domestic violence, the
victim is often the one who is put on trial. Solnit argues that this is the result of
centuries of misogyny that paints women, as a category, as unreliable.
How can we as a culture shift this narrative?
Believing survivors is a powerful way to interrupt this system of oppression. What are
some ways that the average person can support survivors?

6. Mental health & violence
Solnit cites several examples of the ways that the media dismisses violence as a
“mental health issue.” In “#YesAllWomen” she writes:

“Mental illness is, however, more often a matter of degree, not kind, and a great many
people who suffer it are gentle and compassionate. And by many measures, including
injustice, insatiable greed, and ecological destruction, madness, like meanness, is
central to our society, not simply at its edges.” (p.122)
Have you seen examples in the media like this? What effect did this portrayal have on
the coverage of the case and your reaction to it?
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7. Coalitions to prevent and end domestic & sexual violence
and technology safety
In the essay “#YesAllWomen,” Solnit finds herself at the website for the Indiana
Coalition Against Domestic Violence where she learns, from the coalition’s safety
warning on the homepage, that abusers sometimes monitor a victim’s browser history
as a tactic of power and control. She writes:

“The site is informing women that their abusers may punish them for seeking
information or naming their situation. It’s like that out there.” (p. 128)
She’s absolutely right. We know how prevalent technology-facilitated abuse is (“A
Glimpse From the Field: How Abusers Are Misusing Technology:”
https://www.techsafety.org/blog/2015/2/17/a-glimpse-from-the-field-how-abusers-aremisusing-technology) and it’s why we prioritize addressing technology safety with
survivors, local programs, state coalitions, and others (#TechSafetyMeans:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7DmsuDHLm0&t=48s).
How does technology impact survivors of violence? How can it be used by a survivor to
increase their privacy or stay connected to loved ones?
We were also thrilled to see the Indiana Coalition highlighted in Solnit’s book! Did you
know that there are 56 state and territory coalitions in the United States? State and
territory coalitions are critical to ending domestic violence. Learn more:
https://nnedv.org/latest_update/why-coalitions-are-critical-to-ending-domestic-violence/
or find your state/territory coalition here: https://nnedv.org/content/state-u-s-territorycoalitions/

8. Prevention. Whose job is it anyway?
“There’s no good reason (and many bad reasons) colleges spend more time telling
women how to survive predators than telling the other half of their students not to be
predators.” (The Longest War, p. 29)
In response to campus rape: “…but men were shocked at being asked to disappear, to
lose their freedom to move and participate, all because of the violence of one man.”
(Grandmother Spider, p. 70)
Solnit consistently argues that perpetrators, not victims, need to be held accountable
for their actions. What are some ways that you think we can effectively shift the
conversation toward placing responsibility on the perpetrator rather than the victim?
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Have you seen any effective prevention campaigns that address violence in this way?
How did these campaigns frame the issue?

9. What’s next?
We seem to be in the midst of another watershed moment in the United States, with
the emergence of viral campaigns like #MeToo and #TimesUp. How do you think these
movements build off of the work described in Men Explain Things to Me? What else
needs to be addressed in order to comprehensively prevent and end gender-based
violence? What’s next?
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